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CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS MANUAL

**INFORMATION.** This sign marks section in the manual, which is for information only. You can decide to read or skip this section.

**ATTENTION.** This sign marks section of the manual, which is particularly important for the general understanding of VIMOS. Please, make sure to read this section before proceeding with reading the manual.

**TIPS & TRICKS.** This sign marks a Tips & Tricks section. Here you can find some practical advices on using the system or get a more detailed explanation of some features. Reading this section may help you in solving a particular problem or give you some ideas but is not vital for understanding VIMOS.

**PREMISE.** This sign marks a section, which requires you to do something before proceeding with reading the manual. Usually this is a demo program, you have to run or something similar.

File

Menu item

File > Open

Sub-menu item or dialog control

“1.1 About”

Section reference. If the section is within the current manual no manual name is specified. When the section is within external manual the name of the respective manual is also included.

Ctrl+E

Hot-key combination. The first part of the combination specifies which system key to use. Possible values are: Ctrl, Alt, Shift. The second part specifies the normal key to be used in the combination. The plus sign means that you should press these keys simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

The VIMOS Simulator is a PC program, which simulates operation of VIMOS Kernel on VC cameras and provides additional functions for camera control. The Simulator functions are divided into three major groups:

- **Simulation functions.** Start Kernel simulator to create and run user-programs exactly in the way, they are created and run by VIMOS Kernel on VC camera. Export and import user-programs to/from the Editor. Use image files (BMP, JPEG,...), AVI-movies or PC cameras as image source.

- **General-purpose camera control functions.** Transfer various types of files – executable (MSF), user-programs, images, etc. between PC and VC camera. Show live pictures from PC cameras to check image source without starting Kernel simulation. Use general-purpose functions to load Kernel distribution file to camera, to register Kernel on camera and to maintain camera projects.

- **Working with VIMOS Kernel on camera.** Start VIMOS Kernel on VC camera. Use PC mouse to work with Kernel's graphical user interface (GUI).

The Simulator is the basic tool, which provides functions for data transfer between different VIMOS software components and camera control.

1.1. Register the Simulator

The VIMOS software family is distributed usually with a free 30-days trial period. After the trial period has expired, you will not be able to use it. When you buy the software the limitation is removed by the following registration procedure:

- Select Help > Register to open the Register VIMOS Simulator dialog. Send the Product ID number to the software supplier.

- The software supplier will send you back a registration key. Paste the key into the Registration key field of the dialog and press the Register button. The Simulator will inform you about a successful or failed registration.

1.2. Simulator window

The Simulator has a standard GUI window, seen in most Windows applications. The main elements of the Simulator window are:

- **Main menu** – provides access to all functions.
- **Main toolbar** – buttons for quick execution of frequently used functions.
- **Simulation screen** – simulates the video output of a VIMOS Kernel, running on a camera (screen of the camera monitor). Here you will see a gray picture, processed by the Kernel simulator, and a second single-color overlay picture of the Kernel’s GUI.
- **Status bar** – displays current status or description of selected command. Includes 8 circle indicators for camera PLC lines (4 inputs and 4 outputs).
1.3. Projects

To implement a given image-processing algorithm on VIMOS kernel, you need to create a set of files called project. The project consists of user-program files and various data files. You may create a project entirely using the VIMOS Kernel on camera, but we recommend using the Editor and the Simulator for this purpose.

The process of creating and running a VIMOS Kernel project includes the following stages:

1. **User-program creation stage.** Create one or more user-programs using the Editor and/or the Simulator. Note that one user-program may load and execute other user-programs. A complex project may consist of a root user-program, which performs setup and control functions, and several second-level user-programs, which are called by the root program. Refer to manuals “Using the Editor” and “VIMOS Programming” for details.

2. **Simulation stage.** Start Kernel simulation and execute created user-programs (see section “2. Simulation functions”). Use this stage to debug user programs and generate data files. Store all files into the current workspace folder. Data files are created in two ways:
   - By the user program during its execution.
   - By interactive work with VIMOS Kernel’s graphical interface (GUI). Such file for example is the calibration data file clb1.vm.
Use Kernel GUI to save user-programs, loaded dynamically from Editor to Simulator, into kernel-compatible files (see “5.2. User-program file formats” and “5.3. Overview of user-program exchange operations”).

3. **Transfer stage.** Transfer Kernel files from current workspace folder to camera (see section “3. General-purpose camera control functions”). Description of Kernel files can be found in section “5.1. Kernel files”.

4. **Execution stage.** Start VIMOS Kernel on camera (see “4. Working with VIMOS Kernel on camera”) and execute user-programs. This is the target production stage, which performs the machine-vision algorithms, coded in the user-program(s).

5. **Project maintenance stages.** Use the file transfer functions of the Simulator to save kernel files from camera to PC and to keep camera project on PC. This stage is especially important when you have made changes in user-programs and data files during Kernel execution on camera. Restore back kernel files from PC to camera when necessary. See “3. General-purpose camera control functions” and “5.1. Kernel files”.
2. Simulation functions

Use Kernel simulation functions to create and test user-programs in convenient way on PC. The Simulator allows development to be done not at the place where the camera is installed (usually a dirty and noisy factory environment) but in a comfortable office instead. The user-programs, developed by Simulator, are fully functional and compatible with VIMOS kernel on camera.

Before you start Kernel simulation, you should perform several setup operations:

1. Specify workspace folder. Use workspace folders for different camera projects (see “2.1. Setting workspace”).
2. Specify camera model (see “2.2. Configuring simulation options”).
3. Specify image source. The Kernel simulation works with images, read from one of the following image sources (see “2.3. Image sources”):
   - Sequence of image files (BMP, JPEG,…)
   - Video file (AVI)
   - Video for Windows (VfW) compatible video sources, such as cheap USB-cameras or more sophisticated video-capture cards
   - Vision Components (VC) cameras, connected to PC

The setup settings are saved in current project folder. Once done, you don’t need to repeat setup operations unless you change project, camera model or image sources.

After you have done all the necessary setup, you are ready to begin Kernel simulation (see “2.4. Starting VIMOS kernel simulation”). You can create, modify and run user-programs. You can import and export user programs between Simulator and Editor.

2.1. Setting workspace

Use projects to organize your work. Each project includes a set of files, needed by the VIMOS Kernel to implement a given algorithm. The files are stored in a folder, called “workspace” folder. All user-program and data files, used by the Kernel simulator, are read from or written to current workspace folder.

The necessity of the projects comes from the fact that VIMOS Kernel uses fixed number of predefined file names due to the limitations of the embedded environment on the camera (see “5.1. Kernel files”). It is necessary to use equivalent names of user-program and data files in different projects. The solution of the problem is to keep project files in different folders and to load or save project files to/from camera when needed.

Remember to specify a new workspace folder for each new project, otherwise you may overwrite and lose user-program or data files. Editor user-programs files (AEP files) are not loaded directly into camera. They are first transferred from Editor to Simulator.
**ATTENTION** All files used by the VIMOS Kernel on the camera are stored in the flash memory, which plays the role of the PC disk. There are no folders in the camera flash. Be careful when working with several projects on camera because you can use limited number of user-program and data files with fixed names.

We recommend keeping files of different camera projects in different workspace folders on PC. Keep one project on camera at a time. Change camera projects by:

- Delete old-project camera files (user-program and data files).
- Pack the flash to increase free flash space.
- Copy new-project files from PC workspace folder to camera flash.

Select a workspace folder by:

- Make sure that simulation is turned off (Camera Simulation button on the toolbar is not pressed).
- Select menu **File > Change Workspace…** to open the Choose Workspace dialog. Find existing or open a new workspace folder.

**TIPS & TRICKS.** To create a new workspace folder press the Create New Folder button in the Choose Workspace dialog.

The Simulator stores an initialization file `simulator.ini` in each workspace folder. Press **Open** button to select workspace folder and close the dialog. Do not change the **File name**. The name of the current workspace folder is displayed in the Simulator window title.

**ATTENTION.** When you start the Simulator from the Editor, the folder of the current editor file becomes default Simulator workspace. Save your work into current workspace folder before running the Editor program in Simulator by pressing the Editor’s **Run** button.

### 2.2. Configuring simulation options

Select menu **Camera > Simulation Options…** to open the Simulation Options dialog.

Use this function before you start Kernel simulation. The **Camera model** combo box allows you to select simulated camera model. VC cameras are similar in functions and resources, but usually have different sizes of processed pictures. To ensure correct results we strongly recommend specifying in Editor and Simulator the actual camera model, you are going to use in production. Note that TI cameras may have different dimensions of sensor and screen picture.

You can select a **Serial port** on your computer to be used by the I/O tools in serial mode (e.g. Send Result, Receive Result, etc.) during simulation. The “none” option disables the serial I/O transfers.
The Ethernet port combo box enables the execution of the I/O tools in TCP/IP mode. TCP devices are initialized (created or connected) by the I/O tools “Create server device” and “Client device connect”. The “none” option disables the TCP I/O transfers.

**Note:** An I/O device, which is not initialized as TCP device or as a special RS232/RS422 serial device by the “Open serial device” tool, is used as default serial device – please refer to chapter “8. I/O Tools” in the “Tools Description” manual for more information. The Serial port combo-box enables I/O transfer for the default serial device. You can open a RS232/RS422 serial device only on cameras like VC40xx and FA45, which have both Ethernet and serial interface.

### 2.3. Image sources

Before you start Kernel simulation you need to specify image(s), the user-program will work on. The currently processed image is displayed in the Simulation screen area of the Simulator window.

Select menu Camera > Image Source… to open the Image Source dialog.

Press a Setup... button to configure the corresponding image source. Refer to the following subsections for description of each image source.

Select one of the four available image sources:

- Image file(s)
- Video file
- Video capture
- VC camera capture

**Note:** Some of these options could be disabled when you open the Image Source dialog. The reason usually is that they are not configured yet. Use the respective Setup... button to do that and the option should become available. If even the Setup... button is disabled, the respective option is not supported by your current hardware/software environment.

Finally press OK button to accept specified image source. Press Cancel button to ignore changes and exit the dialog.

**Note:** Canceling this dialog does not cancel changes you have made in any configuration dialogs opened by the Setup buttons.

**ATTENTION.** Press the OK button in “Image Source” dialog to save setup information into current workspace folder. Once you have selected image source for current workspace, you don’t need to specify it any more before you start Kernel simulation. Each workspace supports a separate image source configuration.
2.3.1. Image files

Open the Image Source dialog. Press the Setup... button, which corresponds to the Image file(s) option and open the Image Files dialog. Here you can review the sequence of image files that your user-program will work on. The list is processed cyclically by the user-program, i.e. after reaching the end processing goes back to the beginning.

Use the following buttons to edit the image list:

- **Add** button. Select a folder, which contains image files. We recommend using the workspace folder or its subfolder for image files, needed by the current project. Select one or more image files. The selected file(s) will be inserted before the current line (the line containing the cursor) in the list, each file on a separate line. When you insert multiple files at once, they will be inserted in alphabetical order.

- **Load** button. Select a text file, which contains a list with image files. The current list will be replaced by the contents of the selected text file.

- **Save** button. Save current list in a text file. This file could be used later with the Load function.

![Image Files dialog](image)

**TIPS & TRICKS.** Use Shift or Ctrl key to select multiple files in the standard file-selection dialog.

The image list is displayed in a standard text box, so you can easily edit its contents. For example to clear the list simply delete all the text. An easy way to do this is to press the right mouse button inside the text box and to choose Select All from its context menu. Then hit Del button to delete all the text.

The Image transformation combo-box specifies how the image file is displayed in the simulation screen.

The first option “None” displays a gray-scale picture.

The next 4 options if the combo-box display a color image, coded in a grayscale image (1 byte per pixel) in one of four available Bayer matrix formats. Each 4 pixels in 2 successive rows and columns of the image specify one color pixel. These formats correspond to different color cameras as shown below.

- **Bayer matrix 1.** The top-left corner of the image is (M40, M50):
  - G (green 1) R (red)
  - B (blue) G (green 2)

- **Bayer matrix 2.** The top-left corner of the image is (FA45):
  - R (red) G (green 1)
  - G (green 2) B (blue)

- **Bayer matrix 3.** The top-left corner of the image is:
G (green 2) B (blue)  
R (red)   G (green 1)  

- **Bayer matrix 4.** The top-left corner of the image is:  
  B (blue)    G (green 2)  
  G (green 1) R (red)  

The way an image is displayed does not affect the work of the image processing tools. They will still process the actual grayscale image with 1 byte per pixel. To toggle this option during simulation, use **Camera > Color** mode menu or the **Alt+B** shortcut.

Press the **OK** button to accept the list, close the **Image Files** dialog and return to the **Image Source** dialog. Click on **Image file(s)** option to enable image files as image source. Exit the dialog by the **OK** button. After closing the **Image Source** dialog the first image from the list is displayed as background image in the simulation screen. The images are processed according to their order in the list from top to bottom. When the last image is processed the system returns to the first image.

New images are loaded:
- By each “Take image” or “Take CMOS image” tool in the user-program.
- Before each user-program iteration when automatic image acquisition is specified - some of the “shoot” run-modes.

It is a good practice to copy all image files needed to test your user program in the workspace project folder.

### 2.3.2. Video file

Open the **Image Source** dialog and press the **Setup…** button next to **Video file** option. Select a video (AVI) file and return to **Image Source** dialog. Select the **Video file** option to enable video file as image source and close the dialog by the **OK** button.

Next frame is taken:
- By each “Take image” tool in the user-program.
- Before each user-program iteration when automatic image acquisition is specified (one of the "shoot" run-modes).

### 2.3.3. Video capture

This feature works only with PC cameras compatible with **Video for Windows**. Most USB cameras meet this requirement. Open the **Image Source** dialog and press the **Setup…** button, next to **Video capture** option. Use the **Setup Video Capture** dialog to adjust various properties of the video capture process.
Dialog controls:

- **Stretch picture** – if checked, the captured frame will be resized to fit the size of the simulation screen. If not checked, the captured frame will be displayed with its original dimensions in the upper left corner of the simulation screen.

- **Compression** - displays a dialog box in which you can select a compressor to use during the capture process. The list of available compressors can vary with the video format selected in the capture driver’s Video Format dialog box.

- **Format** - displays a dialog box in which you can select the video format. The Video Format dialog box might be used to select image dimensions, bit depth, and hardware compression options.

- **Display** - displays a dialog box, in which you can set or adjust the video, output. This dialog box might contain controls that affect the hue, contrast, and brightness of the displayed image, as well as key color alignment.

- **Source** - displays a dialog box, in which you can control the video source. The Video Source dialog box might contain controls that select input sources; alter the hue, contrast and brightness of the image; and modify the video quality before digitizing the images into the frame buffer.

- **Driver** – displays Select Capture Driver dialog box where you can choose a capture driver to use.

Most dialog controls remain disabled until you select a capture driver from Select Capture Driver dialog box.

**Video Format**, **Video Source** and **Video Display** dialog boxes are provided by the selected capture driver, so their contents may vary. If the selected driver does not provide some of them, the respective buttons will be disabled.

The Select Capture Driver dialog box lists all capture drivers installed on your system. Here you can choose which one to use.

![Select Capture Driver Dialog](image)

Close the Setup Video Capture dialog by the OK button. Select Video capture radio-button in the Image Source dialog to enable video capture as image source. Close the dialog by the OK button.

### 2.3.4. VC camera capture

Open the Image Source dialog and press the Setup... button next to the VC cam capture option. You will open a Communication Options dialog. Set COM port and Baud rate for serial VC camera. Select COM port = TCP for Ethernet camera VC20xxE. Change the default IP address and port if necessary – for example when you connect to remote camera via internet. Select name of temporary image file in Temp file by pressing the Browse button.

Images are transferred from camera to PC in JPEG format. **Quality** specifies JPEG quality factor (compression degree) in the range [1,100]. Greater quality factor means greater size and better quality of JPEG image but lower transfer speed. **Shutter** specifies camera sensor exposure time in microseconds (default = 10000). **Lights** controls the illumination on cameras without video-output.
ATTENTION. The Quality and Lights options require the VCTIO program to be present in the flash.

Press OK to return to Image Source dialog. Select VC cam capture option to enable VC camera as image source and close the dialog by the OK button.

ATTENTION. This way of getting pictures is slow when images are transferred via the serial port. Faster solution is to use a TCP camera or to save several images into image files by the file transfer dialog and then to use a sequence of image files.

2.4. Starting VIMOS kernel simulation

Select Camera > Camera simulation or press the Camera Simulation button to start simulation of VIMOS Kernel. The mouse cursor disappears and you will begin to work with Kernel single-color graphical interface, displayed in the simulation screen area of the Simulator window. Switch between VIMOS Kernel GUI and normal Windows interface when the mouse cursor is visible by Alt+M. For example you can exit temporarily Kernel simulation by Alt+M, start another Windows application, then select Simulator window and return to Kernel simulation by second Alt+M.

ATTENTION. The Simulator captures mouse during Kernel simulation to achieve exact camera simulation. The Simulator needs to receive all mouse signals exclusively and it cannot share the mouse with Windows.

TIPS & TRICKS. While the mouse is captured by the Simulator you can still switch to other applications with Alt+Tab. This will release the mouse automatically. You can also use Simulator menus by holding down Alt and pressing the respective underlined letter. For example Alt+F will open the File menu and show the mouse pointer. The mouse pointer will be automatically hidden when the menu is closed.

The VIMOS Kernel has two modes of operation - run and edit. Execute user-programs in run mode. Create/modify user-programs and configure the system in edit mode. When started, the Kernel enters automatically run mode and executes the last user-program (if any) in endless loop.

Open the Run main menu by right mouse click (the run mode is not stopped). The menu will be displayed after finishing the current loop cycle. Terminate user-program execution, close the menu and enter edit mode by left mouse click on the Stop run-mode option. Open the Edit main menu by right mouse click. It contains options to Start run-mode and to Exit the Kernel (stop simulation). Terminate Kernel simulation and return to Windows interface (visible mouse cursor) by left click on the Exit option.

Abort Kernel simulation by:

- Alt+M to enable Windows interface.
- Click on button to abort Kernel simulation.
**ATTENTION.** If you abort the simulation, you may lose changes in current user-program and configuration data. We recommend using *Edit main menu > Exit* command to stop simulation.

Refer to manual “Using the VIMOS Kernel” for detailed description of Kernel usage.

### 2.4.1. Starting Kernel simulation from Editor

You can start Kernel simulation in Editor by:

- Start Editor and open a user-program file. Press the **Run program** button in the Editor toolbar. The Editor starts the Simulator (if not started already), starts Kernel simulation, loads the Editor program into Kernel and enters run-mode to start execution of the program.

Start Editor and open a user-program file (AEF file). Open a tool’s context menu by right click on its icon. Select **Edit in Simulator** option. The editor program is loaded into Simulator and the Kernel is started in edit mode. Move or configure the selected tool. Editor and simulator versions 2.80 and higher support interactive move/resize/rotate operations by the mouse using the buttons respectively. The **M** button is used to move tools with 2 or more point arguments. Terminate editing of current tool and return to parent “Configure program element” menu by right mouse click. Configure other tools if necessary. Press **F6** key to update the Editor program. You can change tool arguments and link results in this mode, but you can’t add or delete user-program tools.

### 2.4.2. Simulation of PLC lines

The circle indicators, placed on the status bar of the simulator window, simulate the PLC inputs and outputs of the camera (see “1.2 Simulator window”). The first (left) 4 indicators represent the PLC inputs. Click on a given indicator to toggle the corresponding PLC input (from left to right – IN0, IN1, IN2, IN3). You can also use Alt+1, Alt+2, Alt+3, Alt+4 to do this. The right 4 indicators represent the PLC outputs. They are set or reset by your user-program during execution.

Here is an example:

![Simulation of PLC lines](image)

This figure represents the following line states:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input line (green)</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Output line (red)</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OUT0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OUT1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>OUT2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>OUT3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.5. Import user-program

The easiest method to import user-programs from Editor is to use **Run in Simulator** and **Edit in Simulator** Editor’s functions. They are described in section “2.4.1 Starting Kernel simulation from Editor”. This method will allow you to reflect any changes made in Simulator back in Editor (see section “2.8 Update in Editor”).

Another method to exchange programs between Editor and Simulator is to store user-programs into meta-program files (MPR). MPR files are created by:

- Editor. Use File > Export menu option to save current program into MPR file.
- Simulator. Use File > Export MPR menu command. See “2.6 Export user program”.
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Start simulation of VIMOS Kernel and enter edit mode. Release the mouse by Alt+M, select File > Import MPR... and open the Import MPR dialog (or directly press Alt+F followed by M key without Alt+M).

Enter name of MPR file or select a file by the "..." button. The simulator supplies default folder for Operation definitions. Press Import button to load the user-program from the selected MPR file. The simulator informs about successful or failed import operation.

Now you can edit the program, start it or save it into a Kernel-compatible file with predefined name (up0.vm, up1.vm,...).

2.6. Export user program

Start simulation of VIMOS Kernel and enter edit mode. Load a user-program, which should be saved into MPR file (use Edit main menu > Load user-program from file... if necessary). Enable Windows interface by Alt+M, select File > Export MPR... and open the Export MPR dialog. Another way to open the dialog is to press Alt+F followed by the E key. Enter name of MPR file or select a file by the "..." button. The simulator supplies default folder for Operation definitions. Press Export button to save current user-program into specified MPR file. The simulator informs about successful or failed export operation.

2.7. Encrypt user program

This option encrypts current user-program. Start simulation of VIMOS Kernel and enter edit mode. Load a user-program, which should be encrypted (use Edit main menu > Load user-program from file... if necessary). Enable Windows interface by Alt+M, select File > Encrypt... and open the Encrypt user-program dialog. Select minimum and maximum serial numbers of cameras, which should run the encrypted program. Enter name of encrypted user-program file and press OK.

ATTENTION. Encrypted user-programs can be run on TI cameras only. The simulator is not able to load and run such programs.

2.8. Update in Editor

When you edit in Simulator a user-program that has been transferred by the Editor (through Run program or Edit in Simulator commands), you can save changes back in the Editor by File > Update in Editor menu command or F6 key. See section “2.4.1 Starting Kernel simulation from Editor”.

STOP ATTENTION. Encrypted user-programs can be run on TI cameras only. The simulator is not able to load and run such programs.

2.8. Update in Editor

When you edit in Simulator a user-program that has been transferred by the Editor (through Run program or Edit in Simulator commands), you can save changes back in the Editor by File > Update in Editor menu command or F6 key. See section “2.4.1 Starting Kernel simulation from Editor”.

STOP ATTENTION. Encrypted user-programs can be run on TI cameras only. The simulator is not able to load and run such programs.
2.9. AutoMode

Sometimes it is necessary to start executing a user-program when the Simulator is launched. To achieve this, pass `/AutoMode` command line option to `vimos.exe`. This will start the Simulator in the last used workspace as usual and will automatically enter simulation mode, starting the last used user-program. In this mode the user is allowed to use only the VIMOS kernel user interface, i.e. all Simulator menus and buttons are disabled. The user cannot even close the Simulator.

The user interface is enabled again when the simulation is terminated. But you can prevent even this by using the GUI Setup tool in your user-program. In this way you will be sure that the user-program will run and the operator will not be able to do something wrong by accident.
3. General-purpose camera control functions

This group of simulator functions performs general-purpose camera control. Here are all functions, which work directly with the camera operating system – file upload/download, getting images from camera to PC, erasing and packing camera flash, etc.

A special case is the registration of the VIMOS Kernel on camera, which is performed by the Camera Files Functions dialog.

**ATTENTION** Use these functions to install VIMOS Kernel on camera before starting to work with the Kernel. See “Installation Guide” for details.

3.1. Using the “Camera Files Function” dialog

Select File > Camera Files Functions or press the Camera Files Functions toolbar button to open the Camera Files Functions dialog. The dialog is used to:

- Work with VC camera flash - view file directory, delete file(s), pack/erase flash memory, change VC20xx/VC40xx camera drives (fd: or md:).
- Send PC files to camera and receive files from camera to PC.
- Get images from camera.
- Set VIMOS registration key on camera.

The first thing you should do when you enter this dialog is to specify connection options – see “3.1.1. Setting connection options”.
The **Camera Files Functions** dialog:

![Camera Files Functions dialog](image)

**ATTENTION.** You are able to use camera files functions when VIMOS Kernel is not started on camera and the simulator program communicates with the shell of the camera operating system. See “3.1.14. Wait camera boot”.

### 3.1.1. Setting connection options

Before you gain access to camera you must specify connection options (if different from the default ones) in the group “**Camera is connected to**”. Select COM port and baud rate for serial camera (ADSP cameras VC38, VC61, sensor cameras VCM40, VCM50 and TI cameras VC20xx). Select TCP option, IP address and TCP port for Ethernet camera VC20xxE.

Press the **Find Camera** button to establish connection with the camera. If the connection fails you will see the message “Camera not found!”. In case of successful connection you will see a “Camera found” message. The **Camera Info** group will show camera parameters – model, serial number, free flash space, etc., and a list of flash files (the list may be empty).

If you don’t know the baud rate of a serial camera, you can:

- Check **Auto find** and press **Find Camera** to find automatically the baud rate of the camera. Note that you can’t find automatically the COM port.
- Set default camera baud rate (9600) by power reset.
3.1.2. Changing the camera drive

Some TI cameras VC20xx have two file drives:
- Flash EPROM (fd:) – standard non-volatile memory present in all VC cameras
- Multi-media card (md:) – abbreviated also as MMC. This drive is used to access also the SD card on VC40xx cameras.

Use Drive dropdown to select the current drive. The file list is updated to show the files on the current drive.

**ATTENTION.** Functions that work with files like Send MSF, Delete, Get and Send use the current drive.

*The VCTIO module should be loaded in camera flash (the fd: drive) for file transfers to/from MMC. If you try to send or receive a file from MMC and VCTIO could not be found, you will get an error message.*

3.1.3. Refreshing the file list

Press the Refresh Files button in the Files group to re-read directory of current camera drive and update the file list. Use this function after execution of dialog operations, which change the file list.

3.1.4. Automatic refreshing of the file list

Check Auto refresh files list to perform automatic update of file list after each file operation, which changes the file list.

3.1.5. Deleting flash files

Select one or more items in the file list by:
- Click on a list item to select a single file name
- Ctrl+click to select a group of non-sequential files
- Shift+click to select a group of sequential files

Press Delete selected button in the Files group to delete selected file(s) from flash. Press Refresh Files to see updated directory of flash files or use Auto refresh files list for automatic update.

**ATTENTION.** The free flash space is not increased automatically when you delete files (see the Camera Info group). Press Pack Flash button to regain unused memory.

3.1.6. Packing the flash memory

The flash memory plays the role of the PC hard disk, but has some peculiarities. The file system of the camera places new files into the free area above the existing files. The areas occupied by previous copies of existing files or deleted files are marked as unused, but can't be overwritten by newer files. In other words the free flash space is decreased each time we store a file into flash and does not increase when we delete files. Regular packing regularly of flash memory can solve this problem.

**INFORMATION.** This problem is caused by the electrical properties of the flash PROM chip. The flash memory is organized in sectors of size 64K bytes. To overwrite one flash byte, a whole sector must be erased.

You don’t need to pack the MMC drive.

Press the Pack Flash button from the Other group to pack flash files. Wait until the “Flash packed” message appears on the status bar. Press Refresh Files to see updated Free Flash space in the Camera Info group or check Auto refresh files list for automatic update.
3.1.7. Erasing the flash memory

This operation resembles the formatting of a hard disk. All files in the Flash EPROM (fd:) are erased (and lost). Erasing of flash memory is recommended before the installation of the VIMOS Kernel on the camera.

Press Clean Camera button from the Other group to erase all flash files. Wait until the “Flash erased” message appears on the status bar. Press Refresh Files to see updated Free Flash space in Camera Info group, or check Auto refresh files list for automatic update. The file list should become empty.

3.1.8. Sending MSF files

The program development system of the camera generates PC files in the so-called S-record format (MSF files). This simulator function is used to transfer MSF files from PC to camera, the Kernel distribution file VMALL.MSF for example.

INFO. MSF files contain different types of camera files – executable, text, binary and JPEG.

Press the Send MSF button from the Files group to enter the Open dialog. Select a name of MSF file. Press the Open button or hit the Enter key to start transfer of selected file to camera. Wait while transfer-progress information is displayed on the status bar. Press Refresh Files to see updated file list or check Auto refresh files list for automatic update.

On serial cameras you may change the transfer speed by selecting a new value in the baud rate combo box (in the Camera is connected to group). Use higher transfer speeds for big MSF files (see “3.1.12. Changing camera baud rate”). Check Binary send (faster) to set binary transfer of MSF files, which is about two times faster than ASCII transfer. The binary transfer is currently not supported for TI cameras.

Note: Sending of MSF files directly to the MD drive requires the VCTIO program to be present in the camera flash.

3.1.9. Sending VIMOS data files to camera

Use this simulator function to transfer VIMOS data files from PC to camera.

INFO. VIMOS data files are:

- User-programs created and/or saved by the Kernel simulator in edit mode.
- Data files generated by the Kernel simulator during execution of user-programs – image files, OCR files, etc.
- User-programs and data files created by the VIMOS Kernel on camera, which have been transferred from camera to PC.

Select file type by Up/Download files as combo box. Press the Send button from the Data files group to bring the Open dialog. Select name of a PC file. Press the Open button or hit the Enter key to open the Camera File Name dialog. Enter name of a camera file or accept the default name (8 chars max).
ATTENTION. Camera file names are maximum 8 characters long, including the file extension. Section “5.1. Kernel files” contains information about default names of VIMOS data files. Enter a predefined file name if you are going to use the file with camera VIMOS.

Kernel data files have identical formats on PC and on camera with one exception – image files area... The VIMOS Kernel on PC uses image files in standard bitmap (BMP) format. The VIMOS Kernel on camera uses image files in special internal bitmap-like format. A conversion between the two formats is done on the fly when you transfer image files.

Press OK to start transfer. Wait while transfer-progress information is displayed on the status bar. Press Refresh Files to see updated file list or check Auto refresh files list for automatic update.

Change transfer speed by selecting a new value in the baud rate combo box (Camera is connected to group).

Note: proper version of VCTIO tool should be present on camera flash to send data files to MMC (md:).

3.1.10. Reading VIMOS data files from camera

Select file type by Up/Download files as combo box. Click on a file list item to specify camera file. Press Get button in Data files group to enter the Open dialog. Specify name of PC file. We recommend reading the data files into the workspace folder of the current project. Press Save button or hit Enter key to start file transfer from camera to PC. Wait while transfer-progress information is displayed on the status bar.

For serial camera you can change the transfer speed by selecting a new value in the baud rate combo box.

Note: proper version of VCTIO tool should be present on camera flash to get data files from MMC (md: drive).

3.1.11. Reading pictures from camera

Press the Take Pic button in Pictures group to open the Save as dialog. Specify name of JPEG file the picture will be saved into. Press the Save button to start transfer of camera picture to PC file. Wait while transfer-progress information is displayed on the status bar.

Check Freeze Buffer Picture to get constant picture from camera frame buffer, otherwise get live camera picture. Both options read picture from frame buffer, but the second option stores new picture into the buffer before the transfer.

Check Set as Background to use the taken picture as background image, which is shown in the simulation screen area of the main simulator window. The picture will be used as image source during Kernel simulation. This picture is ignored if other image source has been specified for Kernel simulation (see “2.3. Image sources”).

Shutter specifies camera sensor exposure time in microseconds (default = 10000).

Images are transferred from camera to PC in JPEG format. Qual specifies JPEG quality factor (compression degree) in the range [1,100]. Greater quality factor means greater size and better quality of the received JPEG file but lower transfer speed. Lights specifies illumination on cameras without video-output (sensors M40, M50 and FA45) - illumination off, mark projector on (M40/M50 only) or illumination on.

ATTENTION. Qual and Lights need the VCTIO program.

Remember that you may receive different pictures in Simulator and on the camera if you do not ensure the same conditions (shutter, lights, sensor gain) when taking the pictures. The VIMOS kernel takes pictures in 3 modes:

- In auto mode (one of the SHOOT run-modes), which takes picture
automatically in each system cycle without the need of picture-taking tool(s).

- By the “Take image” tool, usually used to take pictures on non-sensor cameras with video-output.
- By the “Take CMOS image” tool, which takes images on cameras without video-output like M40, M50 and FA45. This tool supports special features like setting sensor gain and lights control.

Remember to load VCTIO.MSF to flash if you want to control JPEG quality and lights from Simulator. Remember that JPEG compression is not a lossless one - the JPEG picture is not a pixel-to-pixel equivalent with the original camera picture. You may receive different results on camera and PC with visually equivalent pictures.

We recommend checking the quality of the taken pictures on cameras without video-output in the test and/or the production stage of your application. Send pictures from camera to PC for example by putting “Take CMOS image” and “Send image area” tools in the camera program. On PC you can receive the pictures by the VIMOS recorder or by the Simulator, running a program with a “Receive image area” tool.

3.1.12. Changing camera baud rate

The file-transfer functions Send MSF, Send and Get and Take Pic use the current baud rate on serial camera. Change camera baud rate by selecting a new value in the baud rate combo box. Successful baud-rate change ends with the message “Baud changed”. Press Refresh Files to read file list and check serial connection.

Set higher baud rates (max 115200) to achieve higher transfer speed, especially for MSF files and pictures.

3.1.13. Entering VIMOS registration key

Use this function to register VIMOS Kernel on camera. Send the serial number of the camera to the software supplier. Paste the VIMOS key you have received from the software supplier into Vimos Key field and press the Set key button.

ATTENTION. This option is available when the Kernel distribution files are loaded into camera flash (VMALL.MSF for ADSP camera, VMSYS.MSF for TI camera, ENT_KEY.MSF for sensor camera).

3.1.14. Waiting for camera boot

Use this function to gain control over camera, which has been running VIMOS Kernel in stand-alone mode. A flash file with name “autoexec” starts programs on camera power on. The autoexec file, which starts VIMOS, contains the following line:

```
vm
```

To bypass the execution of the autoexec file, switch the camera off and press the “Wait boot...” button. Your next operations depend on the type of the connected camera – serial camera (ADSP-based VCxx or TI-based VC20xx) or Ethernet camera (VC20xxE, VC40xxE, FA45):

**Serial camera**

Switch the camera on. You will see a window with a boot message of the camera’s operating system and a window with the results of a hardware test. Press OK to close the windows. In case of successful operation the simulator will update the camera parameters in the “Camera Info” group and will display a “Camera boot OK” message on the status bar.

**Ethernet camera**

The simulator will open the following dialog:
You can select two dialog operations:

- Check “Bypass Autoexec” if you want to skip the execution of the autoexec file.
- Check “Set New IP” if you want to change the current IP address of a camera.

The two operations can be enabled separately or simultaneously. The “Wait For” radio-button menu selects a camera for which the enabled operations are performed:

- Any camera. Performs selected operation(s) on the camera, which boots first (if several cameras are switched on simultaneously).
- Camera with IP. Performs selected operation(s) on the camera with the specified IP address.
- Camera with S/N. Performs selected operation(s) on the camera with the specified serial number.

Press the OK button to perform selected operation(s). The simulator will close the “Wait Boot TCP Options” dialog you will see the message “Waiting for camera to boot...” displayed on the status bar. Switch the camera on. After a successful “Bypass Autoexec” operation the simulator will update the camera parameters in the “Camera Info” group and will display a “Camera found...” message. After a successful “Set New IP” operation the simulator ends with a “New IP set” message.

3.1.15. Aborting camera file operations

The text of the button, which starts some camera file operation, is usually changed to Abort. Press the button to abort the operation if the camera hangs and you don’t see changing progress information for a long period of time.

3.1.16. Entering the terminal

You can enter the terminal directly from the “Camera Files Functions” by pressing the Terminal button (see “3.4. Terminal”). This operation makes automatically connection with the camera shell – press Enter several times to see the shell prompt ‘$’.

3.1.17. Exiting the “Camera Files Function” dialog

Press Close button to exit Camera Files Function dialog and return to main Simulator window. This operation sets default baud rate of camera (9600).
3.2. Show live picture

Use this function to view live picture from video-capture device on the simulation screen when the Kernel simulation is off. The video-capture function works with cameras compatible with Video for Windows. Most USB cameras meet this requirement.

Configure video-capture device from Camera > Image Source. Open the Image Source dialog and press the video-capture Setup… button. Enter the Setup Video Capture dialog and specify video capture parameters (refer to “2.3.3. Video capture” for more details).

Select Camera > Live Picture or press Live Picture toolbar button . Live pictures are taken continuously from video-capture device and displayed on the simulation screen. Press same toolbar button to terminate the operation.

**ATTENTION.** This function is disabled when no video-capture driver is installed on your computer.

3.3. Show live VC picture

Use this function to view live picture from VC camera on the simulation screen when the Kernel simulation is off.

Configure VC-camera video-capturing by Camera > Image Source and open the Image Source dialog. Press the Setup… button next to the VC cam capture text to open the Communication Options dialog. Specify COM port and baud rate for serial camera or IP address and TCP port for Ethernet cameras VC20xxE/V40xxE. Select temporary image file and close the dialog (refer to “2.3.4. VC camera capture” for more details). You don’t need to check the VC cam capture radio-button in the Image Source dialog.

Select Camera > Live VC Picture or press Live VC Picture toolbar button . Live pictures are taken continuously from VC camera and displayed on the simulation screen. Press the same toolbar button to terminate the operation.

**INFORMATION.** Live pictures are read from VC camera in JPEG format. To achieve best transfer speed on serial cameras, you should set maximum baud rate (115200) from Communication Options.

3.4. Terminal

The simulator supports a general-purpose terminal, which can be used to communicate with the shell of the camera's operating system. Select Camera > Terminal or press the toolbar button to open the following terminal window:
Specify a COM port and a baud rate for serial camera or an IP address and TCP port for Ethernet camera VC20xxE/VC40xxE or FA45. Press the **Connect** button to establish connection with the camera. After successful connection the text of the button is changed to **Disconnect**. Hit several times the Enter key to see the shell command prompt `$`

You may enter camera shell commands like:

- `dir` to see file directory
- `?` to print command help

The **Upload MSF** button loads MSF files to the camera. The **Dump to file** button captures the output of the camera and saves it to a file. The **View mode** combo-box sets the type of the displayed/captured camera output – ASCII, mixed ASCII/hex or hex only. This option may be very useful when tracing non-ASCII camera output. Enter Alt+M to capture mouse and send mouse commands to camera. The next Alt+M command releases the mouse.

Press the **Disconnect** button to disconnect the camera.

Press the **To Files** button to close the terminal window, enter the “Camera Files Functions” dialog and make connection with the camera.

Press the **Close** button to disconnect and close the terminal.
4. Working with VIMOS Kernel on camera

Use this group of simulator functions to start VIMOS Kernel on VC camera and work with Kernel GUI using the PC mouse. These functions are disabled during simulation of VIMOS Kernel. Don’t forget to set communication options before starting VIMOS Kernel on the camera. Once set for a given project, the communication options are saved and you don’t need to set them each time before you start VIMOS on the camera.

4.1. Installing VIMOS Kernel on camera

VIMOS runs on intelligent cameras manufactured by Vision Components, Germany. The cameras are based on DSP processors (CPUs) from Analog Devices ([ADSP cameras](#)) and Texas Instruments ([TI cameras](#)). Refer to the manual "Installation Guide" to learn how to install VIMOS on different camera models.

4.2. Communication options

PC mouse commands are captured and sent to camera when working with VIMOS Kernel on camera. You must configure mouse capturing by Camera > Communication Options…, which opens the Communication Options dialog.

If you are working with serial camera, enable Locally Attached Camera and COM port in use. If you are working with Ethernet camera VC20xxE, enable TCP Attached Camera and enter IP address and port if you need to change the default values.

![Communication Options dialog](image)

4.3. Starting VIMOS kernel on camera

Select Camera > Start Camera Vimos or press toolbar button ![Start](#) to start VIMOS Kernel on camera. The mouse cursor will disappear from the PC monitor, but mouse commands are captured and sent to camera. Switch between “Capture Mouse” mode and Windows GUI mode (visible mouse cursor) by Alt+M.

**ATTENTION.** Remember that before you start VIMOS on camera, you must configure mouse capturing by Camera > Communication Options…

You will see a system logo displayed on the camera monitor while the Kernel is booting. Don’t move the mouse or press mouse buttons while system logo is displayed. The Kernel will recognize the PC mouse as a Microsoft Intelli Mouse.
The VIMOS Kernel enters run-mode by executing the current user-program (if any). The Kernel GUI is displayed on the camera monitor. Camera and Simulator mouse commands don’t differ. Just to recall some basic commands, described for Kernel simulation:

- **Open/close Run main menu** by right mouse clicks (run mode is not stopped). The menu will be displayed after the end of the current user-program pass. Enter edit mode by left mouse click on **Stop run-mode** option (the edit main menu is not displayed automatically – see below).
- **Open/close Edit main menu** by right mouse clicks. Start run mode by left mouse click on **Start run-mode** option. Exit VIMOS Kernel by left mouse click on the **Exit** option.

Refer to the manual “Using the VIMOS Kernel” for detailed description of Kernel usage.

**ATTENTION.** The button will remain pressed and mouse captured after exit from the camera Kernel, because there is no feedback from camera to Simulator while sending mouse commands. Return to Windows GUI by Alt+M and click on to release the button.

### 4.4. Mouse simulation

Use this function to resume communication with VIMOS Kernel on camera, which is already started.

Select **Camera > Mouse Simulation** or press the toolbar button to capture mouse and send mouse commands to camera. The response of your commands will be seen on the camera monitor. The mouse cursor will disappear from the PC monitor. Switch between “Capture Mouse” mode and Windows GUI mode (visible mouse cursor) by Alt+M. The **Capture Mouse/Release Mouse** option in the main Simulator menu shows current capture mode – enabled or disabled.

**ATTENTION.** To achieve exact camera simulation, the Simulator captures mouse and hides mouse cursor during Kernel simulation and mouse simulation (toolbar buttons, and ). This is necessary because the Simulator needs to receive all mouse signals exclusively and it cannot share the mouse with Windows.

Press Alt+M to release temporarily the mouse and use it in Windows. Press Alt+M again to recapture mouse and use it in camera simulation.

Example of VIMOS usage:

- Start VIMOS Kernel on camera by . Start user-program for inspection of machine parts, which runs twenty-four hours a day.
- Exit Simulator, leave the camera work in stand-alone mode.
- You need to gain control on VIMOS Kernel again and change some system settings. Start Simulator and press the mouse simulation button . PC mouse commands are redirected to camera. Stop run mode, enter edit mode and reconfigure the system.

### 4.5. Virtual screen

This option can be very useful on Ethernet TI-based cameras without video-output like FA45. You can’t connect a monitor to such cameras and you can’t see the captured gray-level picture and overlay drawings of your VIMOS program. The virtual screen helps to get rid (to a certain extent) of this drawback of the cheapest TI-based cameras. The virtual screen is slower than the real monitor.
**INFORMATION.** You can also use the virtual screen on Ethernet TI-based cameras VC20xxE/VC40xxE, which have video-output hardware.

Check **Camera > Virtual Screen** or press the “Virtual screen” button to enable transfer of virtual screen from camera to PC. Then start VIMOS kernel on Ethernet camera by the button. When VIMOS kernel starts, you will see a picture in the simulator window, which usually is displayed on a monitor, connected to the camera. You can enter for example edit mode by right mouse click or work with GUI tools and mouse cursor in run mode. Once you have started VIMOS on the camera with enabled virtual screen, the mouse simulation button starts and stops the virtual screen. To stop receiving of the virtual screen, enter **Alt+M** and then click on to stop the mouse simulation. Press to restart the virtual screen. Enabling/disabling of mouse capture mode by **Alt+M** does not affect the virtual screen. Press once again to dis

**ATTENTION.** Remember that the virtual screen increases the overhead time by 20-25 ms in each system cycle, which sends a screen picture to PC. The average transfer speed is about 8-10 screens per second for 640x480 pictures. If your program runs for example with 60 ms/cycle, approximately each second pass it will run for 80-85 ms. The actual time needed to transfer one screen from camera to PC is about 100-125 ms. The transfer is done in multi-tasking mode on the camera, in parallel with the running VIMOS kernel. If your program cycle time is greater than 100-125 ms, you will receive less than 8-10 pictures per second, i.e. your virtual screen will become slower.
5. VIMOS files

This section describes the files used by the VIMOS software components – Editor, Simulator and VIMOS Kernel on camera.

5.1. Kernel files

The VIMOS Kernel uses fixed number of predefined file names due to the limitations of the embedded environment on camera and the lack of keyboard connected to camera. File names are entered by dialog toggle controls with fixed number of states. Each toggle state specifies a file name. There are two general types of kernel files:

1. User-program files: \texttt{up0.vm, up1.vm,…, up29.vm}. These are Kernel-compatible files (see “5.2. User-program file formats”).

2. Data files:
   - \texttt{st0.vm, st1.vm,…, st29.vm} – statistics files with counter values.
   - \texttt{clb1.vm} – calibration file with calibration set data (all calibration sets).
   - \texttt{pl0.vm, pl1.vm,…, pl999.vm} – point-list files.
   - \texttt{sb0.vm, sb1.vm,…, sb999.vm} – string buffer files.
   - \texttt{ch0.vm, ch1.vm,…} – OCR files.
   - \texttt{areaa0, areaa1,…, areab0, areab1,…} - image files.

The VIMOS software components, which create kernel user-program files, are VIMOS Kernel on Simulator and VIMOS Kernel on camera. Data files are created during execution of user-programs or in response to Kernel GUI commands.

Use \texttt{Send} and \texttt{Get} functions of “Camera Files Function” dialog to transfer kernel data files between PC and camera. The Kernel files have identical formats on PC and on camera with one exception – the image files \texttt{area…}. The VIMOS Kernel on Simulator reads and writes image files in standard bitmap (BMP) format. The VIMOS Kernel on camera reads and writes image files in special internal bitmap-like format. Conversion between the two formats is done on the fly by the file-transfer functions \texttt{Send} and \texttt{Get} when you select file type \texttt{image file} (see “3.1.9. Sending VIMOS data files to camera” and “3.1.10. Reading VIMOS data files from camera”).

\textbf{ATTENTION}. Don’t mix up image files \texttt{area…}, generated by Kernel, with image files, used by the Simulator as image sources during Kernel simulation. For example you may get files from camera in JPEG format by the “Take Pic” function when camera-Kernel is not started.

5.1.1. Kernel file names on PC and camera

When you save kernel files from camera to PC, you may enter arbitrary long names of PC files (remember that maximum length of camera file names is 8 characters). We recommend however to use the same names due to the following considerations:

- You may save project files from camera to PC and later store files back to camera. You must restore the short names of the kernel files on camera. Keeping the same names will protect you from possible file mismatch errors.
- You may save project files from camera to PC and start Kernel simulation of project programs. The VIMOS Kernel on Simulator will use the same short file names, used by VIMOS kernel on camera.
5.2. User-program file formats

Different components of VIMOS software use different formats of user-program files. User-programs are exchanged between VIMOS components by the following methods:

- **Dynamic program loading.** This method exchanges user-programs between Editor and Simulator without intermediate files. Section “2.4.1. Starting Kernel simulation from Editor” describes how to load editor program in Simulator. Section “2.7. Update in Editor” describes how to update editor program from Simulator.

- **MPR file.** This file format is used to exchange user-programs between Editor and Simulator. See “2.5. Import user program” and “2.6. Export user program”.

- **Kernel-compatible file.** This file format is used to exchange user-programs between VIMOS Kernel on Simulator and on camera. You can use fixed number of predefined names of user-program files due to the limitations of the Kernel GUI - *up0.vm, up1.vm,…, up29.vm*. Create Kernel user-program files by the Save user-program to file … option in the edit main menu. Load Kernel user-program files by the Load user-program from file … option in the edit main menu. Refer to section “6.2. Edit main menu” in the manual “Using the VIMOS Kernel” for details.

Convert editor user-program into a Kernel user-program file by the following Simulator operations:

- Load the user-program from Editor to Simulator, start Kernel simulation and enter edit mode.
- Save current user-program into Kernel-compatible file with one of the predefined names described above.

5.3. Overview of user-program exchange operations

Next sections present brief overview of operations for user-programs exchange between VIMOS system components - Editor, Simulator and Kernel.

5.3.1. Export user-program from Editor to Simulator

Use one of the following three methods:

- Press Editor button to load current Editor user-program in Simulator and start VIMOS Kernel simulation in run mode.
- Right-click on a tool in the Editor to open its context menu. Select Edit in simulator option to load the program in Simulator and start VIMOS Kernel simulation in edit mode. Note that tools can’t be inserted/deleted in this mode, only arguments can be modified. Hit F6 to update the program in Editor.
- Select File > Export in main Editor menu to save current program into MPR file. Start Simulator and import MPR file from File > Import MPR.

5.3.2. Export user-program from Editor to camera

There is no direct link between Editor and VIMOS Kernel on camera. Export user-program from Editor to Simulator (see previous section). Export user-program from Simulator to camera (see next section).

5.3.3. Export user-program from Simulator to camera

Start Kernel simulation and enter edit mode. Save current user-program into a Kernel-compatible file, *up0.vm* for example. Exit Kernel simulation and press to open the file-transfer dialog. Send *up0.vm* to the camera (see “3.1.9. Sending VIMOS data files to camera”). Start VIMOS Kernel on the
camera, enter edit mode and load \texttt{up0.vm} by \textbf{Load user-program from file ...} option in the \textbf{Edit main menu}. Start run mode to execute the program.

5.3.4. Export user-program from camera to Simulator

Start VIMOS Kernel on camera, enter edit mode and save current user-program into file \texttt{up0.vm} for example. Exit VIMOS Kernel to allow file transfer operations with camera. Start Simulator and open the file-transfer dialog by the \textbf{Get} button. Read the flash file \texttt{up0.vm} to a PC file with the same name by the \textbf{Get} function (see “3.1.10. Reading VIMOS data files from camera”). Exit the file-transfer dialog and start simulation of VIMOS Kernel. Enter edit mode and load \texttt{up0.vm}. Start run mode to execute the program.

5.3.5. Export user-program from Simulator to Editor

Start simulation of VIMOS Kernel, enter edit mode and load user-program. Export the program to MPR file by \texttt{Alt-M, File > Export MPR...} (see “2.6. Export user program”). Start Editor and import the MPR file by the \textbf{File > Import...} option.

5.4. How to run demo user-programs

Start Editor and open the demo user-program file. Press toolbar button \textbf{P} to load and run the user-program in Simulator (see “2.4.1. Starting Kernel simulation from Editor”).
6. GUI reference

This section presents an overview of the main menu Simulator functions.

6.1. File

6.1.1. Change Workspace…
Set workspace folder for current project (see “2.1. Setting workspace”).

6.1.2. Import MPR…
Import user-program from MPR file (see “2.5. Import user program”).

6.1.3. Export MPR…
Export user-program to MPR file (see “2.6. Export user program”).

6.1.4. Encrypt…
Encrypt user-program (see “2.7. Encrypt user program”).

6.1.5. Update in Editor
Update user-program in Editor (see “2.8. Update in editor”). Enabled only when the current user-program has been dynamically loaded from the Editor.

6.1.6. Exit
Exit the Simulator program.

6.2. Edit

6.2.1. Copy Image
Copy to clipboard the current image (background + overlay) displayed in the simulation screen of the Simulator window. You can also use Ctrl+C shortcut.

6.3. Camera

6.3.1. Camera Simulation
Start simulation of VIMOS Kernel (see “2.4. Starting VIMOS kernel simulation”).
6.3.2. Simulation Options…
Specify simulation options – camera model, port for I/O tools (see “2.2. Configuring simulation options”).

6.3.3. Start Camera Vimos
Start VIMOS Kernel on camera and send PC mouse commands to camera (see “4.3. Starting VIMOS Kernel on camera”).

6.3.4. Mouse Simulation
Capture mouse and send PC mouse commands to VIMOS Kernel on camera (see “4.4. Mouse simulation”).

6.3.5. Camera Files Functions…
Open the Camera Files Functions dialog for camera file-transfer functions (see “3.1. Using the “Camera Files Function” dialog”).

6.3.6. Terminal…
Open the terminal window (see “3.4. Terminal”).

6.3.7. Communication Options…
Set communication options (COM port) before starting to work with VIMOS Kernel on camera (see “4.2. Communication options”).

6.3.8. Image Source…
Specify image source for Kernel simulation (see “2.3. Image sources”).

6.3.9. Color mode
Toggle Bayer matrix color image display (see “2.3.1 Image files”).

6.3.10. Live Picture
Show live picture from video-capture device on simulation screen (see “3.2. Show live picture”).

6.3.11. Live VC Picture
Show live picture from VC camera on simulation screen (see “3.3. Show live VC picture”).

6.3.12. Virtual screen
Enables or disables the virtual screen (see “4.5. Virtual screen”).
6.3.13. PLC Inputs
A submenu with items that toggle each PLC input line. See “2.4.2 Simulation of PLC lines”.

6.4. Capture Mouse/Release Mouse
Shows the state of the PC mouse – captured (mouse cursor off) or released (mouse cursor on). Select Release Mouse or hit Alt+M to release captured mouse, which is used to control VIMOS Kernel on Simulator and on camera.

6.5. Help
View the online VIMOS manuals.

6.5.1. Register…
Register Simulator program (see “1.1. Register the Simulator”).

6.5.2. About VIMOS Simulator…
Open “About VIMOS Simulator” dialog with program and version information.